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President Gordon Keith
Chalmers President of Kenyon College announced that
at the annual fall meeting of
he Kenyon Board of Trustees
in Gambier on October twentysixth
Mr Paul Gray Hoffman president of the Studebaker Corporation was unanmicusly elected to one of the
regular six- year terms of office Mr Hoffman attended
the niversity of Chicago and
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LLD from Rose Polytechnic
Institute and Doctor of Business Administration from the
University of Southern California He is also a member
of the Board of Trustees of
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While digging around the foundations of some of the buildings the other day in our spare time we unearthed some officiallooking
documents which showed definitely that Gambier is on the Nazi list Gambier which is the seat of Kenyon College is marked as an important military objective
What made us suspicious in
the
first place was the fact
Kroner To Be
that the Colege road was
changed after it had been used
Bedell Lecturer
for 116 years without any
complaints Herr Becker announced of course that it was
Near the end of November done to eliminate the traffic
Dr Richard Kroner well- hazard at the corner of South
known as a philosopher and Hanna Wanting to appear inleader in religious and meta- nocent we said oh yes of
course think of all the dreadphysical circles will address ful
accidents which have hapthe student body of Kenyon pened there Herr Becker
College He will come to Ken- doesnt know that we know his
yon as one of the two speak- plot is merely a means of faciers brought here annually by litating the movement of
will be used to
the Bedell Lectureship foun- tanks as they
Old Kenyon Nazi asurround
dation founded by Bishop gents found in their studies
and Mrs Bedell for the pur- of Knox County history that
pose of providing biennial Old Kenyon had once been
lecture on the Evidences of considered a fortress
Natural and Revealed ReligIn view of the facts revealion the Relation of Science to ed by the unearhted docuReligion or subjects closely ments a lot of mysterious
related to these
actions are clear to us now
Dr Kroner the son of a For instance the spy scare of
physician was born on March time ago is now confirmed
8 1884 in Breslau Silesia He Usually reliable sources reattended Classical School das port that Herr Becker and the
Gymnasium zu St Maria janitorial force meet at 500
Magdalene until Easter 1902 A M to exchange Heils and
at which time he entered the to read another chapter of
University of Berlin to study Mein Kampf The thousands
under Wilhelm Dilthey and of maps drawn in the head
Later he janitors office are delivered
George Simmel
studied at the university of to high officers in the GesHeidelbery under Wilhelm tapo We know now why we
Windelbland and at the Uni- are not allowed to touch anyversity of Freiburg under thing in the rooms for which
Heinrich Rickert He received we pay rent No locks and no
his Ph D1 in 1908 for his dis- signs for instance
sertation on Logisciie and Further examples of saboAsthetische AllegemeinguLti- tage may be cited at some
gkeit
later winning a Pri- length The size of
freshvatdozent in Philosophy at man fire was limitedtheso that
Freiburg
of
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the
outside Nazi agents would not
with a thesis on Zweck und interpret it as the signal to
In
Gesetz in der Biologie
attack The real signal will
1910 he created in cooper- be the burning of the library
ation with other scholars the and the Kenyon Review office
Logos Internationale Zeit- since the Nazis have interpret
schrift fur Philosophie der ed all th whisperings in the
Kultur and remained editor library as the scheming of
of this publication until 1934 dangerous plotters and the in
Since serving the entire formers have translated the
four years of the World War Kenyon Review as warnings
on the German Front he has to the
present of U- nine
been appointed Professor of states
The vigilant air- raid
Philosophy at Freiburg 1919 watch which was kept on
of Philosophy and Education Chase Memorial Tower under
at the Technical University of the guidance of Uncle Bobby
Dresden 1924 of Philosophy Radford has been relaxed and
at the University of Kiel it was reported that a move1929 and at the University of ment to mount the Aeroncas
Frankfort 1934 from which with machine guns was viohe resigned in December of lently suppressed
Further
the same year for the position
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until 1934 Congresses of
Mr Charles George Buckthis Society have met in the ingham a Matriculate of the
Hague 1930 Berlin 1931
Class of 1867 President of
and in Rome 1933
The National State Bank of
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Boulder Colorado who died
on July 13 1940 in his ninetyfifth
year was the only
I
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est Kenyon College class on
record with a living member
He was President of The NaAt its meeting on October tional State Bank of Boulder
24 the International Relations Colorado
continuously for
Club was led by John Tehan sixty- six years probably the
and Richard Warman in a dis- longest record in the United
cussion on France Mr Tehan States
discussed the reasons for the
defeat of France in June Morley at O S U
while Mr Warman dwelt on
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be
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PAGE TWO

SIGNS OF THE TIMES
For the past few weeks the Collegian has been editorializing on the increase of events which seem to point to the increase of totalitarianism in this country Though our opinionson conscription have not been shared by a large number
of our readers we feel certain that most of us will react
similarly ir regard to the trend toward intolerance which are
now apparent in our institutions of higher learning A few
veeks ago we called your attention to the attitude of the
president of the University of California who threatened to
expell Un- American students To our knowledge his threat
Unfortunately less vociferous colremains unmaterialized
already
started to purge their instilege authorities have
us that the officials of the
reached
tutions News has just
University of Michigan still refuse to grant a public hearing
to six of the thirteen students who were expelled last spring
bcause of their views on war and equal rights for racial minorties The following letter signed by President AG Ruthven is the only explanation given for this mass expulsion
It is the decision of the authorities of the University
of Michigan that you can not be readmitted
Letters from prominent educators from all over the nation requesting that the students involved be given a public
hearing in order that the academic world might know the
reason for this action and consider impartially the merits
of these cases have been to no avail What are we to deduce
from this silence
But this is no isolated case Academic intolerance seems
to be becoming more and more common daily The Board of
Education of the City of Chicago has set up an academic in
quisition to Insure positive and effective training in patri
The committee will be expected
otic American attitudes
to check all texts and reading lists which cast doubt upon
the motives and patriaotism of American heroes
When we discussed this with many men on the campus
they expressed a rather unexpected indifference Well what
are we supposed to do about it they asked This sort of
thing always happens at state endowed schools But the
principle at issue seems to us to be a vital one And what
happens to hamper academic freedom at California in Chicago or in Michigan should be considered as esriously by
Kenyon men as though it occurred here If intolerance and
narrowness become the norm in state schools it is doubtful
whether integrity of thought will be long tolerated in the
privately endowed schools In times of crisis and hysteria
privately endowed schools are subject to the same weakness
as public schools In these days we must make a special effort to keep our heads In our enthusiasm to preserve our
democracy we seem to be in grave danger of destroying it
It is our hope that every Kenyon man will take time to
sit dow and write a brief not of protest to both the University of Michigan and the Chicago Board of Education urging
a return to reason and academic freedom

Platform etc
Having gathered together all sorts of lumber timber
and second hand Tooth Picks The A S T T I O O I to
be henceforth refered to as etc has constructed the following modest plank now becoming the worlds largest stage
We the delegates of etc now dissembled do solemnly
pledge ourselves our honor but none of our fortunes to the
attainment of the following American etc rights
Bored I To see that the etc expressed in the Jalup poll between the years VI and VIII is materialized
Plank one To see that all w p a time keepers are furnished
with STOP watches
Plink one To thoroughly investigate the price of pickles
kosher and otherwise in the commons
Plunk one To conscripted all able- bodied men over 99 unaffiliated with the G A R or F B I
Cross Plank Psychiatric therapy for Sam Cummings nurotick rats
Sturdy beam one To reinforce our quivering platform
Column one To buttress the fifth column and add pictures
Column with a capital To restore the Greek city state for
the political Triumvirate Messrs Weistoffopolis Ricetadopolis and Santeeocles
Foundation Restore the concrete ball long missing from the
northwest corner of the Mt Vernon Civil War Monument
and eradicate the quotation Dulci et decorum est pro patris
Moriwritten by a fat man with a big family over 45
Roof to top it all off To eliminate taxation ipso facto no
representation
Shingle number I To eliminate calisthenics which are tearing down the muscle shoals dam
Shingle number two To eliminate academic freedom so long
as our educators are democrats
Shingle number three To eliminate vacant button holes by
supplying yaller pom- poms
Gutter To eliminate the love of wah by climbing on the
Royal Family band- wagon and to ELIMINATE mie day
Chimney To eliminate empty space on the library shelves
inviting Adolph Hitler to speak on paperhanging
Chimny To eliminate empty space on the library shelves
by supplying a pamphlet or two
Weather vain Freedom of the press and the squeeze to
Hammer beams followed by the syckle To alleviate the present unemployment situation by firing everyone employed
and we will all live off of the Government
The rope with which we hang ourselves which holds our nailess platform together To return to NATURE and to give
SOCIAL SECURITY to the busy bee
Signed Ezhera Gram
Ezhera Ounce
Ezhera Ton to add wait
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the minute
dramatic show
We heard a story the other by minute covering of the
night about Mr Bob Gray 1940 Presidential elections
one of Kenyons prominent will unfold on the night of
Seems that Mr G November 5th from the stage
alumni
entered the Navy and was of the worlds largest broad
duly asigned to his ship As casting studio NBCs 8H in
he boarded the ship there was the RCA building
no one in sight so he ambled
For one night only the
into a convenient cabin The Special Events department or
cabin was occupied by a large NBC is going to move into the
gentleman resplendent in gold large studio where all the big
braid Nothing daunted and broadcasts are staged All
wishing to break the ice with the mechanics of broadcasthis prospective shipmate Mr ing a continuous flow of elec
Well tion returns
G cheerily cried out
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The actual broadcasting
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correspondence crossed We INTERVIEW
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ivit Vernon High School re
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porters to interview Miss
Helen Jepson who had just
Registration Day was a top- completed a highly success
ic of much conversation on the ful concert
What was she
College campi last week
At going to be like
Curt Irthe University of Akron they ritable Or the gracious artsay that the fellow register- ist whose poise had captivating the boys greeted them ed the audience Are we gowith a cheery Good morning ing to think of enough quesFODDER as they came be- tions to keep the interview
fore him Aint it de truf
moving
In a few moments
The University of Cincin- we stood outside of
nati recently made a survey Jepsons dressing room Miss
foramong its students concern- getting all of the questions
ing their respective pet aver- which we had decided to
ask
sions to the clothes worn by her
The reporters milled
college students
we shifted from foot to foot
we Kenyon fashion plates may and before we knew it Miss
pick up a few pointers from Jepson and we were in the
die constructive criticisms of- middle of a very interesting
fered by the female students interview One thing imOne girl upon interview said pressed us throughout our
quote
Boys coats are too short conversation
long and look like a bridal Jepson was even moreMiss
pertrain woven out of burlap sonable as a conversationalAnd besides they are usually ist than as an artist projectdirty the coats of course ing her personality to an
Another girl expressed dislike audience
Throughout Miss
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ly music Purcells Trumpet
tune and air is a direct and
charming piece of music the
Pachelbel prelude and tocatta
are vivid and Buxtehude colored his choral- prelude with
subtlity and wit Bachs or
gan music is of course so
skillfully handled that the
complexities and emphasis on
form seem natural To conclude the program the A
minor chorale of Cesar Fran
ck and the Widor Tocatta illustrate the trend in modern
organ music And also inci
dentally heavily underline the
the fact that Franck and
Widor are opposed on the
question of form and texture
The program also contains
some choral music
Trumpet tune and air Purcell
Choral- prelude Durch Adams
Fall Pachelbel Tocatta en ut
majeur Pachelbel Chora- pre
lude Ich dank dir Buxtehude
Motet Nolo Mortem Morley
Chorale Rejoice in the Lord
Three choralpre- ludes
Purcell
S Bach a Christ lag
in Todesbanden b Das alte

Kenyon Collegian
Gambier Ohio
Dear Editor
It seems too bad to me
that nothing suits you around
On Monday the 21 st
here
of October we had here at
Kenyon in my humble opiv
ion something that turned out
a

rather grand success

in
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of the fact that it was are
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which could be a fine thine
Not only on political questions
could this be successful but
also on matters of other national or even local importance
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imitable scornful scarastic
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at such a reputable enterprise
as took place on Monday

night

I dont know whether von
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ever whether you did or
whether you did not you permitted it to be published and
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having read some of your

other articles

that

I not

flattered
you wrote it

am

After this would it be pofor you to keep your wi-

ssible
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scarcasm confined to your
personal editorial column and
keep the articles to your readers somewhat free from your
own eloquent prejudice
I havent made these statements because I was personally angered by your article
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combs 300 ft down
honest
Spring and High streets in he has expressed an
and
sincerety
conviction
with
Columbus is a place for a
hoand
he is sincere
good time Maryt Joyce from because
nest he is also courageous in
the New York Worlds Fair is
in
the master of ceremonies To- expressing his convictions
already
we
these
Have
times
ny Pattis boys provide the
it is
music with Clementine at the reached the state where
express
to
a
matter
courage
of
Novachord Millie Wayne and
ideal
I object to some of
the Van Zant Sisters
and an
not so
Duke and Sloan Life maga- his conclusions but
tone
the
to
as
much
I
object
zine recently gave the place a
of the
some
and
substance
of
feature write- up
letters from his critics
The heading Kenyon and
Although the play is not a
Conscription
was an unfortmusical some notice should
be given to Katherine Hep- unate and misleading euphemit
burns Columbus arrival in ism To the careful reader
ideas
was
the
quite
clear
that
the successful Philip Barry
play The Philadelphia Story expressed by the editor were
Miss Hepburn will give per- his own and not those of the
but
formances at the Hartman general student body
scarcely
many
who
people
theater in Columbus on Wednesday November 6 Thurs- have time to scan the comic
are
day November 7
Friday strip with due justice an
digest
to
naturally
unable
November 8 and Saturday
November 9 There is also a essay with the care it dThey have therefore
matinee on Saturday after- eserves
noon and ticket orders are been berating the Collegian
being taken now
Continued on Page 3
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Kenyon Loses
To Hobart

closed with the
S
h o- ame between

chaina-

PAGE THREE

Letters to the Editor
Continued from Page 2
its editors fnr iiij ij UUC11

Riding and Polo

and
Ll
embarrassing the greater
ui tne student body by
implying a philosophy not of
in a paper
if- iru choosin
which ostensibly voices their
thoughts
If the same editorial had
been written a year ago the
letters of vilification and
name- calling which
followed
m this case would probably
not have been wHtton jui
t cmn
likelihood a large percentage
unc icauers would have agreed with it in the main
and the dissenters would not
have felt morally obliged to
threaten and accuse
During the year gone by
people have been
viewing
with alarm
and changing
in wholesale lots from both
true and cynical pacifism to
defensism
Some time in
the middle of the summer I
fell in with the parade and
then as now reluctantly conceded the advisability of peace
time conscription
I recognize and appreciate to the full
validity of every objection to
conscription raised by the editorialist There is nothing
the least bit glorious about
the whole thing but in spite
of all its evils I believe now
that conscription is advisable
and necessary
My resentment against enforced military training must necessarily now become resentment
against conditions in the
world in general which have
brought about this necessity
I hope however that when
I discover truths and facts or
when I think I have discovered them that I shall not im
mediately point a finger of
scorn at the unenlightened
and cry shame and ignoramous to those who have not
yet learned that which I have
only today apprehended
V

Strong Again

Kenyon was
When the Kenvon School of
the graceful in defeatnever more
The
team
Equitation
opened this fall it
unand
untied
was beaten by a
TOed
was aoubtlul it it would be
shifty
fuSn Alpha Delts and and light group offast
boys But
able to carrv on another vear
The game was beaten we were and
Delta Phis
but with the passing of a few
there
favorable
a
was no question
under
weeKs tne crisis may be said
which the score- board about it 42-for
arpr
conditions
to be over Captain Eberle is
read
0
gallery
0 l t out a small
when the nal gun went off
very pleased and has practi
fpree Jim Trainer and
To look at the action by
cally asured us that if the inreally quarters Kenyon
n Paul Amon
terest keens un he will have
looked a bit
out
the
Sensible for
slow in the first quarter but
a new strine of horses in the
with the fight that characterstalls when school commences
first half after both ized the team in previous
next year At present there
had banged away for games of this season
are about forty members in
Five
Hurst times i nthe opening period
the riding and polo club and
gain a pass from
in the the Lords found themselves
many more students will no
ferez resulted
lead with their backs to
the
taking
Delts
doubt become interested as
the
wall
ftryfor the point was and each time succeeded to
the weeks pass
Se Again the game settled take the ball on downs
This fall the weather has
Up
before the and down the field the ball
offered a great opportunity
and just
Handwork took a punt went and it wasnt until the
for outdoor riding which has
twenty and last ve seconds of
been received with much enthe Delta Phis
the
half
yards for a that Hobart succeeded in getthusiasm by both beginners
ced eighty
point a great ting across the pay line Even
and experienced riders
All
e At this
classes have been conducted
itr0verSy resulted as five Even then this writer was
UaDelt players claimed he willing to put his last dollar
most of the writers have alm tapped with both hands on the Gambierites We lookways been i favor of large
Bud Mast It was the duty ed good
scale defense measures nor
to
decide
Amon
i linesman
The second half found Hoall of them were immedithat
admittlater
he
although
and
to the air with
taking
bart
ately
in favor of conscription
he
play
see
the
ed he did not
great succes
And
then
when
it was first proposed
not
was
runner
the
ruled that
things started to happen
but now they heap abuse upon
Only the runner hims- Sweeping
tapped
end runs line
a man who does not yet see
decision of bucks
elf upheld the
an
and
aerial
attack
as they do He may never see
of
linesman Anion as the rest
formed a series of first downs
as they do or he may sooner
down
were
the
He Delta Phis
Hobart that eventually led
or later decide that world
him interferen- for
geld offering
to
the
score
final
events are such as to require
ce The gallery also voiced
the drastic steps which have
Probably
the
upquestion
tappwas
he
that
the opinion
already been taken but I am
permost in the minds of
ed
Continued on Page 4
is
everyone
hapjust
what
01
a
as
result
The last half
to
Kenyon
pened
Here
my
is
this score led to a rough and
view and take it for what it
tumble game with many men
is worth The boys still seemm
tray
down
the
going
Decca Records 3 for 100
Everything from
knees to ed in a fog from the long tiresome
bus
They
trip
didnt
and
when
used
the
fists were
All Popular Records
final whistle blew
the ball have the usual pep charge
drive or what ever you want
was resting on the fifty yard
to call it Add to that the
S S KRESGE CO
line with the score still 6 to b
Both teams were good on fact that Hobart had a very
When Kendefense while showing little if peculiar defense
GAMBIER
MAIN
anything
on offense
The yon huddled Hobart had a
Kenyon
man
When
line
or
four
my
borne
tears
concernAlpha
Delts never scored
Ho- ing the results of a suddenly
more than one touchdown per come out of the huddle
man
a
five
defense
aroused and somewhat self
had
bart
game all season
while the
and when the play started conscious nationalism are con
Delta Phis won two previous
games in the overtime periods there were seven men on the firmed m reviewing some of
line This did not man that the letters which have been
with no score
The overtime was short and there would be a seven man sent to the Collegian following
line the next time but prob- Dubhcation or the editorial on
very fast little happening untI do not believe
il Hurst who had been playi- ably a five or a six or even a conscription
ng brilliantly all afternoon
four It was never certain
was smothered under by the and seemed to change every
great Borges far behind
the time the spirit moved them
line of
scrimmage
So the Still another factor
Delta Phis won
the Alpha brought on this defeat was
MOUNT VERNON
Mts lost and both fraternitiHobarts ability to run the
Soda Grill
Restaurant
es look forward- to the time ball with five or six man inShop
Candy
quite
looked
they will meet
It
each other a- terference
gain
like an ary invasion everytime
Kenyon Students Always Welcome
they started for our ends or
line
A little side- light to the
Frosh Elect
TOBACCOS
CLASS PIPES
HAND MADE PIPES
game seemed to be of the
interest
a
human
of
nature
Star Player
story Almost every time
Herrick ran the ball he was
tackled by a guard named
Climaxing another year of
FEATURING THIS WEEK
It was just two years
rsh football the freshmen Stiles
Herrick
time
that
ago
at
this
ram gathered
together last Weaver Chamberlain
and
EVERYTHING For Dance Week- end
ay to elect
the player Stiles all played under the
raom they
considered most same colors for Deerfield
valuable to
SOCKS
their team They
TIES
SHIRTS
It was a fine trip a crisp
anted for this
post a player cool afternoon
game
The
ose ability
could only be played in beautiful surroundTassed by his
spirit a ings but it just wasnt our
fyer who had been in regua- day to play football It seems
r attendance throughout the
that well have to wait im
ar and a
player whose im next
week to write a victory
minent had been noted story
aerefore they
elected Myron
of South Hanna Not ketball team star shortstop
v
y was
his performance this on the baseball team and a
1
ar
outstanding but also member of the National HonPast record
He hails or Society were some of his
a small town
just out other achievements An athe-aBay
o
ivelaid
Villae lete a scholar and an all
o
6 he Presided over round good fellow Monck has
graduating class
For much to look forward too For
years his
155 lbs was a the other fifteen followers of
fnng feature of his Coach Imel goes all the credit
am and in his last attainable for their persisthe was
elected to a seeo- ency their spirit and their
g backfield position assistance in forming the varll
n
Although they were
Press A11 sity
CtveVeland
eam
However
honor
his without games their progress
To the 1941
end
on
was remarkable
Call
the
n1t
fifteen able
send
entini fleld
Honorable varsity they
All- City bas cohorts

f
Pl-

1fJ
1

J

outdoors with the exception
rst two lessons for the
beginners Besides the regular hours rides throughout
the week the week the Captain has been taking a group
from both classes for a two
hour ride every Saturday It
is on such rides as these that
one really gains an appreciation of natures beauty instead of whizzing madly by in
an automobile No adequate
words can describe the beauty
of the surrounding countryside and some of the picturesque places the Captain has
brought to the eyes of his
proteges
Besides these riding
groups the polo classes have
been whacking the ball vigorously every Tuesday and
Thursday afternoon
The
teamwork has been improving by leaps and bounds and
Kenyon is certain to have a
team capable of meeting any
school
Already Captain Eberle has written to several
outfits concerning games for
the coming season and it is
expected that some schedule
of the

arranged

will soon be

Outstanding prospects for
the team include Jim Trainer

I

V

On Monday and Tuesday
October 28 and 29 a retreat
was conducted at Bexley
Hall by the Rt Rev Thomas
F Jenkins Bishop of Nevada
The retreat exercises for Monday consisted of a meditation
at 415 PM the Office of
Evening Prayer at 515 PM
a meditation at 800 PM the
Office of Compline at 900 P
M The schedule for Tuesday
was 630 AM Celebration
of the Holy Communion 800
and 1030 AM meditations
The rule of silence was observed throughout the retreat
period

Konarski For those men interested in polo and wishing
to have instruction classes
are offered at regular hours
Will Abbott Bob Browning
Fritz Watson John Ake
Charlie White and Mitchell
GET YOUR MINEATURE KODAK
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For the last several years
Dr Kroner has held the poProsition of Frothingham
fessor of Logic and Metaphysics at the McGill University Canaia from which he
is on leave this year as honorary research fellow in religDr
ion at Yale University
Kroner delivered the Lifford
lecture at St Andrews last
year on the Boundary Line
between Philosophy and Reand has titled his Beligion
Curriculum
Lecture
dell
Vitae

COLLEGE

The Question

Weekly Interview

Bedell Lecture

N

2

Jepsons concert a keen sense
of showmanship and an ap
preciation of dramatic values
had been marked When we
commented on this Miss Jepson attributed this quality to
the influence of Mary Garden
the famed prewar diva who
has long been a personal
friend and teacher of Miss
Jepson This influence ex-

plains the masterful manner
in which Miss Jepson handles
her operatic roles In approaching an operatic character Miss Jepson follows a
set scientific routine She
r
first reads the libretto to get
Art Books
the
story
and
the trend of the
Continued from Page
characters There is a great
of library research in
deal
Kenyon men wonder if the votes
sizes the largest measuring
in learning to interpret east next Tuesday will put Beta
volved
7x9
Miss Jepson ac- Brothei Wilkie in office
a new role
In addition to the above quaints herself with the hismentioned books a series of tory and costuming of the Combing the Campi
colored portfolios has been period Once in the swing of
Continued from Page 2
made available for art stu- the character Miss Jepson
portfolio
dents The Cezanne
snends a exeat deal of time or susoenders stating that
compiles some of his most in supervising the lighting of they made young men look
popular works among which the set to get a maximum of like frustrated seniles No
The effective lighting
are many still- lives
thing like being frank about
Card Players and the oftthe whole thing we always
We observed that there say
View of Arc
reproduced
Another girl s pet
Valley The Renoir collection must be a great deal of dif- peeve is crazy color combina
boasts Gabrielle and Jean ference between singing at tions Well Kenyon needn t
You
Les Confidences and Por- Met and in Mt Vernon Miss worry about that one
Jepson agreed to a certain ex- never never see a crazy color
trait de Choquet
tent At the opera a singer combination on anyone here
and has the added advantages of excepting of course our glaBoth Men of Art
But
Timmons
by Thomas a full orchestra costuming mourboy
Modern Art
characters thats to be expected
He
Craven are in the bookstore and supporting
critical view- while in a concert the artist is works in a clothing store
representing
From the Fordham Ram
point in art The technical only supported by the piano
angle is taken care of by But the problem of the artist we quote this heart- rending
Lutzs Drawing Made Easy is the same before any audi- pome
The fog
and Guptills Sketching as a ence The artist must sell
a MM
Comes
Hobby These books were herself to her audience Every
TO
JepV
Miss
will
agree
one
that
On little cat feet
chosen with the recommenAbout the time of semesToday more than ever people are taking to Chesterfield
dation of the Art Department son is very adept at this The
important phase of the
ters
If enough interest is shown most
because Chesterfield concentrates on the important things in
the
And sits
Mrs Eastman said a plan is concert is the selection of con
program
Jepson
is
Miss
On
haunches
silent
smoking You smoke Chesterfields and find them cool and
under consideration to purap
Hovering over every desk
chase a stack of loose colored vinced that the audience and
pleasant You light one after another and they really taste betgood music
And then moves on
prints which Kenyon men can preciates
is
duty
of
the
artist
the
it
Only sometimes it
ter You buy pack after pack and find them definitely milder
frame The value of this plan thatgive
them good music She
doesnt
as regards the probable aes- to
For complete smoking satisfaction
continued reflecting that if Washington and Jefferson Col
thtic value it would have on the
great
not
does
take
artist
m
Pa
lege
Washington
has
dormitory rooms is incalculyou can buy a beer cgarette
pains m the selection of her a junior student transfer from
able
music there wiii be no one to the University of Hawaii
impart good taste to the Thats nothing we have HackWar In Gambier
American public Consequent- ley
Continued from Page 1
ly Miss Jepsons program
Case School of Applied Sciof in- ence has recently signed a conbecause
distinctive
was
we find that the staff of arm- telligent discrimination With
tract with Jan Savitt for their
ed police patrolling the cama program the artist Interfraternity Dance to be
such
pus at night has been doubled does not have to sing down to
held at the Trianon this year Copyright 1940 Liggstt Myers Tobacco C
We might go on at some
Miss Would any of you fellows be
Though
audience
her
length enumerating the evi- Jepson sang several modern
interested in chartering a bus
dence that Gambier is honey
care
not
she
does
selections
We could guarantee a wondercombed with fifth column acF
so- called
the
modern
for
ful time for all
The Latest Records
Radio Service
tivities but we believe the trends m music
danger can now be recognizOPEN EVENINGS
ed and more important than
When we discussed the Letters to the Editor
10 Store
5
just recognizing it is the ac- mounting anti- German feel
Continued on Page 3
tion we are going to take
ing in many phases of Amer- quite sure that he is man Merchandise
Specialities
Phone 168
EST 1922
204 S Main
We will propose several ican life Miss Jepson com- enough
and
mature
in
enough
alternatives for action when mented that her work has not thought so that he will neither
121 South Main Street
the war hits Gambier We been affected by this intoler- cling to his beliefs or change
could all paint red crosses on ance Her programs include
MOUNT VERNON OHIO
them because of the unthink
FOUNDED IN MOUNT VERNON OHIO IN 1869
the roofs of the buildings but many German selections and mg abuse
which
been
has
that is not the best plan be- the Metropolitan Opera will heaped upon him
cause we are not sure of Rus- still feature the German op
Cancel my
to
sia
eras bpeakmg or this com- the Collegian subscription
BENNETT HARDWARE CO
Somethin
One thing which we do not ing season in New York Miss ought to be
done
about
it
have to worry about is an at- Jepson feels that the removal Are you a fighting
Yankee EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE
tack by the kind of bomb of the Diamond Horseshoe or Nazi
published
Not
which are made out of bever will bring the opera to a larg- but anticipated are
A A TOPP
JH STEVENS
such comage bottles Our defense er audience in the future
QUALITY THE RINGWALT POLICY A
ments as
Why
you
dont
What would Kenyon men do
As Miss Jepson and Mr go to Germany and see how
Mt Vernon Ohio
if the heavens started to rain Willkie are both Akronites
you like it
Subversive
One of Ohios
MOST MODERN Small City Stores
filled bottles
Exactly The and as she has been a White Communistic
same principle as a campus House guest on several oc- American way attack on the
S
Main
308
307
Pho
of life and so
keg party
casions and shared programs far into the night
with Mrs Roosevelt she had
Personally I dislike such
Letter
nothing to comment on cur- comment far more than the
Kenyon Students Always Welcome
Continued from page 1
rent politics and the Third ideals of the editorialist which
were sincerely presented and
Birds were singing brooks Term Issue
To
C H
were babbling the sun kissed
No interview would be com- deliberately expressed
Sincerely yours
every tender apple blossom plete without the views of the
Donald M Gretzer
the fragrance of new- mown established artist to aspiring
JEWELER
hay assailed every nostril singers Miss Jepson feels
toys ana gins gamboled on that most young singers over- BAIRS DRY CLEANING
the green in Thuberian style look the importance of the
29 E Gambier St
COMPANY
Band
while over all beam the be proper background
The
nevolent countenances of the young singer must have a
3 W High St
MT VERNON OHIO
A S T T I O O I etc
thorough knowledge of modThurs
Fri Sat and Sun Nights
MT VERNON O
Moral as in the way of all ern languages
The aspiring
nesh and aesop s fables
artist must have a sense of
Wine Liquor Beer Food
Have you tried the A S T musical techmciue and nrrv
Your Shirts Ties
T I O 0 I Its taste quality portions
And an apprecia
Ask the boys who know
Hose
ana quanitity leave nothing tion of the dramatic possibili
Pajamas
to be desired Ask the man ties of music in equally as im
will be smarter
THE FINEST PLACE IN TOWN
who owns one
Good to the portant as background and
If sleeted from
last drip
musicianship
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